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Meeting Report

Calcium, Vitamin D, and Colon Cancer

A meeting concerning calcium, vitamin D, and colon cancer,
sponsored by the Chemoprevention Branch of the National
Cancer Institute, was held in Vail, CO, July 8-10, 1990. Topics
that were presented included analyses of the effects of calcium
and vitamin D on phases of the proliferative cell cycle and the
induction of differentiation-specific biochemical pathways in
normal, precancerous, and malignant human and rodent colonie
epithelial cells; relationships of calcium and vitamin D to
colonie epithelial cell hyperproliferation, hyperplasia, and the
evolution of benign and malignant neoplasms; mechanisms of
calcium inhibition of colonie cell damage and neoplasia in
rodent models; factors that modify the absorption and bioavail-
ability of calcium, including other nutrients; epidemiolÃ³gica!
studies quantitating calcium and vitamin D intake and the
occurrence of cancer; and current studies now under way in
human populations designed to evaluate whether calcium can
modify the development of neoplastic lesions in human
subjects.

J. F. Whitfield (National Research Council of Canada, Ot
tawa, Ontario, Canada), G. D. Stoner (Medical College of Ohio,
Toledo, OH), E. A. Friedman, (Memorial Sloan-Kettering Can
cer Center, New York, NY), Y. Tanaka (Albany Medical Col
lege, Albany, NY), and G. D. Luk (Harper Hospital, Detroit,
MI) described relationships of calcium and vitamin D to the
proliferation and differentiation of colonie and other epithelial
cells. Calcium participates in the progression of all phases of
the proliferative cell cycle as these cells renew; the intracellular
concentrations of calcium required for progression of the pro
liferative cell cycle are lower than those required for the initia
tion of cell differentiation programs in many types of epithelial
cells. J. F. Whitfield proposed a model unifying these differ
ential effects of calcium in which soluble, ionized calcium
flowed from the luminal contents of the colon at the crypt
surface (where cells proliferate) with a decreasing concentration
gradient. Thus, maturing colonie epithelial cells in the upper
crypt would be exposed to concentrations of calcium that were
higher than immature colonie epithelial cells located in the
lower crypt.

The effects of calcium on the growth and differentiation of
rat and human esophageal epithelial cells in vitro were described
by G. D. Stoner. Both cell types proliferate optimally in low
calcium (0.1-0.3 mivi) and differentiate in high calcium (1-1.5
mivi). Markers of calcium-induced terminal differentiation in
clude enhanced production of cornified envelopes, cholesterol
sulfate, and high molecular weight keratin.

The direct exposure of normal human colonie epithelial cells
to increasing physiological levels of calcium in vitro was de
scribed by E. A. Friedman. Normal colonie epithelial cells were
capable of responding to calcium with decreased proliferation;
however, when colonie epithelial cells had progressed to ade
nomas and to carcinomas, calcium did not affect the prolifera
tion rate of the cells.

Further studies in animal models were described by M. J.
Wargovich (University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Cen-
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ter, Houston, TX), R. C. N. Williamson (Hammersmith Hos
pital, London, England), B. C. Pence (Texas Tech University
Health Sciences Center, Lubbock, TX), D. Skrypec, and B. I.
Cohen (Beth Israel Medical Center, New York, NY). These
demonstrated decreased colonie epithelial cell hyperprolifera
tion by oral supplemental calcium when the excessive prolifer
ation was induced by bile acids, dietary fatty acids, carcinogens,
and partial intestinal resection. In several of the animal models,
supplemental dietary calcium also decreased the occurrence of
carcinomas of the colon induced by carcinogens, but in one
study the frequency of occurrence of adenomas that precede
carcinomas was not decreased. Decreased ornithine decarbox-
ylase activity in human and rodent tissues exposed to increasing
levels of calcium was reported by G. D. Luk, and L. H. Augen
licht (Montefiore and Albert Einstein Medical Centers, Bronx,
NY) further described differential gene expression in subjects
at high or low risk for colon cancer that could be applied to
Chemoprevention studies. K. K. Carroll (University of Western
Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada) described studies of dietary
calcium on inhibition of 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene-in-
duced mammary gland carcinogenesis and modulating effects
of vitamin D and phosphate which suggested tumor inhibition
but from which definite conclusions could not be drawn.

H. L. Newmark (Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center,
New York, NY) described nutritional stress diets for rodents;
the diets had low levels of calcium and vitamin D and high
levels of dietary fat and phosphate. The latter two components
are risk factors that are present in conventional Western-style
diets. The nutritional stress diet induced colonie epithelial cell
hyperproliferation and hyperplasia in the colons of rodents,
which often precede chemical carcinogen-induced neoplasm
formation in rodent models.

In human epidemiolÃ³gica! studies, several investigators re
ported inverse relationships between levels of dietary calcium
intake and the incidence of colonie cancer. C. Garland (Univer
sity of CA, La Jolla, CA) noted this inverse correlation in a
prospective study that was carried out on 1954 subjects; actual
intakes of calcium ranged from 500 to 1500 mg/day. When
calcium intake was extrapolated in a theoretical model >1800
and 1500 mg daily for men and women, respectively, colon
cancer incidence decreased to very low levels. M. Slattery
described an inverse correlation of calcium intake and colon
cancer incidence among populations in several countries, with
extrapolation to very low colon cancer incidence when daily
calcium intake increased to about 1800 mg. These estimates
were similar to estimates by H. L. Newmark of dietary calcium
levels needed to bind and "inactivate" quantities of bile acids

and fatty acids normally present in colonie contents and to
estimates of R. Heaney of amounts of calcium consumed in
diets of primitive humans that were much higher in calcium
content than diets consumed by most worldwide populations
today. R. Peters (USC School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA)
found that calcium intake was a significant predictor of colon
cancer incidence in both men and women but only after adjust
ment for total dietary fats. Like calcium, vitamin D became
protective after adjustment for total fat, but its fat-adjusted
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protective effect was weak and disappeared after further adjust- is under way to study the effect of calcium on precancerous
ment for calcium. changes in the human esophagus.

In human subjects at increased risk for familial colon cancer, .hyperproliferation of colonie epithelial cells was studied before /!/ '^ ''"

and after oral dietary supplementation with calcium. Following aro ewmar
calcium supplementation, epithelial cell hyperproliferation was Memorial Sloan-Kettering
reduced in several of the studies, yielding levels approaching v^'t- \T v
those observed in subjects at low risk for colonie cancer. When New York' New York W021

cell proliferation levels initially were low, the proliferation rates Charles W. Boons
were unchanged after calcium supplementation. Gary J. Kelloff

Because of these studies, randomized human clinical trials Chemoprevention Branch
have now begun in the United States, Europe, and Israel to National Cancer Institute
evaluate recurrence rates of colonie adenomas after dietary National Institutes of Health
supplementation with calcium, and a randomized clinical trial Bethesda, Maryland 20852
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